
Mathematis 132 { Calulus for Physial and Life Sienes 2Exam 2 { Things To KnowMarh 21, 2005General InformationAs announed in the ourse syllabus, the seond full-period midterm exam of thesemester will be given the evening of Thursday, Marh 31. The format and shedule willbe similar to that of the �rst midterm exam, and the midterms last semester.Material To KnowThe exam will over the following topis we have studied sine the �rst exam, inludingthe following from Chapter 7, setions 5,6,7, and Chapter 8, setions 1,2,3. You will beprovided with a opy of the table of integrals from the book. However, you should alsoarefully onsider this EXTREMELY IMPORTANT NOTE: The material from setion 7of Chapter 7 and the setions in Chapter 8 depends heavily on the methods of integrationovered on the �rst exam. You will also need to be prepared to arry out integrationusing any one of the methods there: u-substitution, parts, partial frations, trigonometrisubstitution, and using the table of integrals. Any one of those might appear on this examtoo. It would be good to start your review for this exam by reviewing the earlier setionsof Chapter 7 also, espeially if you feel shaky on those methods, or if you did not sorewell on the �rst exam.1) Numerial integration methods (Left, Midpoint, Right sums, Trapezoidal Rule, andSimpson's Rule). Be prepared to arry out a alulation using any or all of these,for a given funtion on a given interval, with a small number of subintervals (n � 4).Questions 5,6,7 in Setion 7.5 are good pratie here! The most eÆient ways to getthe Trap and Simpson estimates are to useTrap(n) = 12(Left(n) + Right(n))and Simpson(n) = 2Mid(n) + Trap(n)3(See Lab 1). Also know the geometry of these methods and be prepared to use it forquestions like numbers 11-15 in Setion 7.5.2) Improper Integrals. Know what makes an integral improper (either an in�nite interval,or an in�nite disontinuity of the funtion), how to set up limits to evaluate one ofthese, and how to deide whether an improper integral onverges or diverges. Somegood pratie problems here: Chapter 7 review: 127-140.3) Setting up integral formulas by subdividing, approximating, summing, and takinglimits. This is the basis for everything we did with volume, arlength, total mass, andenter of mass problems. 1



4) Volumes of solids with known ross-setions (Cavalieri's Priniple). Solids of revo-lution are a speial ase of this. (See 8.3/20-24, and Chapter 8 Review Problems9-12)5) Arlength of urves. Know the formulaL = Z ba s1 + �dydx�2 dxfor the arlength of y = f(x), x = a to x = b and how to apply it. (See Chapter 8Review Problems 7,8.)6) Total mass and enter of mass problems (Setion 8.3). Know how to set up integralsomputing these for rods or wires, and for thin plates with given shapes. (See Setion8.3/3,4,9,18-24.)Pratie ExamI.A) A funtion y = f(x) has graph as in this diagram:
Left(n); Right(n);Mid(n), and Trap(n) approximations to R 10 f(x) dx yield the val-ues 1:23; 1:34; 1:36; 1:45 (in some order). Whih method gave whih value? Explainhow you know whih is whih.B) Compute Left(2); Right(2);Mid(2); T rap(2), and Simpson(2) approximations forZ 21 1x dx:C) Compute the exat value of the integral in B, and the errors for the Trapezoidal andSimpson's Rule approximations.II.A) Does the integral Z 11 dxx2 + 4onverge? If so, what is its value?B) Same question for Z 50 duu2 � 16III. Both parts of this problem refer to the region R bounded by y = 1+ x2, x = 0, x = 1,and the x-axis. 2



A) Find the volume of the solid obtained by rotating R about the x-axis.B) Find the volume of the solid obtained by rotating R about the line y = �3.IV. Let R be the region bounded by y = xe�x, y = 0, x = 0 and x = 4.A) Sketh the region.B) A solid has the region R as base and ross-setions perpendiular to the x-axis thatare squares (extending the full width of the base). Find the volume.C) Set up, but do not evaluate the integral to �nd the volume of the solid obtained if Ris rotated about the x-axis.D) Set up, but do not evaluate the integral to �nd the volume of the solid obtained if Ris rotated about the line y = �2.V. A wire in the shape of the graph y = x2, x 2 [�1; 2℄ has density Æ(x) = 4 � x at thepoint (x; x2).A) What is the total length of the wire? (Ar length!)B) Set up a Riemann sum approximating the total mass of the wire, and explain howyou got it.C) What de�nite integral omputes the total mass?D) Evaluate your integral.VI. A thin metal plate has the shape of the region in the plane bounded by y = sin(x),y = 0, x = �=4, and x = �=2. The density of the material of the plate at all points x unitsfrom the left-hand edge is Æ(x) = x grams per unit area.A) Compute the total mass of the plate.B) Set up (but do not evaluate) the integral to ompute the x-oordinate of the enterof mass.C) From physial intuition, should the y-oordinate of the enter of mass of this plate bey = 1=2? Why or why not?
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